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All&act. We show that giben a finite group G a hypermap can be constructed having automorph- 
ism group isomorphic to G. The bipartite map of a modified version of this hypermap then 
affords a map with the same property. 
1. Introduction 
Given a finite set B, whose elements we call brz’n.s, two partitions V and E of B 
are said to define a graph if the classes of E all contain exactly two ellements and 
if the intersection of a class of V and one of E contains at most one element. A 
picture of a graph can be drawn by marking a point for each vertex and a line 
connecting two points if and only if there is an element of E which intersects the 
corresponding vertices. 
A graph is connected if whenever a union of classes of V equals a union of 
classes of E, then this union is the whole set B. A map A is a connected graph in 
which an ordering has been introduced in the classes of V. The classes thus ordered 
become the cycles of two permutations u and cy of the set B, and the connectedness 
of the graph amounts to the transitivity of the group (c, cu) generated by c and (IY. 
The interest of the notion of a map also lies in the fact that it is a good data 
structure for representing agraph in a computer program. The wide spread notion 
of an ad_jacency list is in fact a slightly different version of that of a rmap. Actually, 
an adjacency list introduces an ordering in the set of the vertices of a graph which 
are adjacent o a given one, and the set of items of such a list determines the above 
mentioned set B. For instance, consider the graph whose picture is the following: 
a b 
d 
Its aldjacency list is 
a-*b,c,d; b+a,c; c+b,a,d; d+a,c. 
* Also: 1411 lversity of Ram,:, Rome, Italy. 
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The correqponding map is then 
B = (ab, ac, ad)(ba, bc)(cbl. ca, cd)(da, dc), 
(Y = (ab, baNac, ca)(ad, da)(bc, cb)(cd, dc) 
and n and, ar are two permutations acting on the set E whose elements are 
ab9 tic, . *. s dc. 
C&en a graph 9& if we permute the elements on B we obtain a new graph 3’ 
which is not, however, essentially different from 5% A graph obtained from 9 in 
thig. way will be said to be isomwpFhic 10 3. Thus 
Ikfinltkon 1. An isomorphism of two graphs Y = ( V, E) and S?( V’, E”) on a set B 
is a permutation cp <tf B such that 
VW= V' and E’ = E’ 
where for V = (a, 6, . . .), V“’ = (a”, b”, . . .), a@ denoting the image of a under Q. 
DediWtiam 2. An autrinmoqhism of a graph % = ( V, E) on a set B is a permutation 
of ,B such that 
V “‘p=V and EIP=jF. 
In other words, 4p is an automcrfrphism if it preserves the two partitions 
The set of all automorphisms of a graph 59 constitutes a group, Aut(%), 
c7f the grapk 
V and E:. 
the group 
iIn order that an autolmorphism Iaf a graph is an automorphism of a map deter- 
mined by the graph it must preserve the partitions and the ordering. Thus 
CM~orltioa 3. An automorphism q of a map ~64 =(u, cu) on a set B is a permutation 
of I? commuting with CT and a : 
Qor =crQ and Qff = CYQ. 
The group of all automorphisms of 4 is the group of the map A, Aut(&). Obviously, 
Aut(& is a subgroup of Aut(9?). 
If we now Jrop the assumption on the partition E that the classes contain two 
elements, we obtain a (multiple) hypergraph and, when thQy hypergraph is connected, 
a hyperna,p by ordering the classeis of the two partitions. 
Ciiwen an abstract group G, CaLyley [1] has shown how to draw the picture of 
the “graph of G”. Taking as points the elements of G, any two points g and h are 
jrsined by a directed line going from g to h and labeled g-lh. These labels are 
thought of as colors. This graph has G as group automorphisms. 
Tne Ca;y”icy graph of a group G hias been used in [Z] to prove that any finite 
group G Ican be represented as the automorphism group of a graph. The two 
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features of direction and coloring are: incorporated in a new graph still having G 
as group 0% automorphisms. 
The purpose of this paper is to consider the same problem for the case of a map. 
The automorphism group of a map is, in general, a subgroup of that of the underlying 
graph (and, in turn, this subgroup may not even be normal). Thus it is natural to 
ask if given an abstract group G there exists a map whose automorphism group is 
isomorphic to G. Our approach is similar to that of [2]. Given the group G, we 
first define a colored map of G and first show that the automorphism group of this 
map is isomorphic to G (via the regular representation). The feature of coloring 
is then removed by constructing ahypernq 88 whose automorphism group is still 
isomorphilc to G via the regular representation. Finally, a map with the same 
property is obtained by considering the bipartite map of YC in the sense of [3]. 
2. The colored hypermqp 
Definition 4. A colored hypermap on a set B is a triple (a, cy, E) where (a, cu) is a 
hypermap on B and e is a fonction defined on B with values in a set C (whose 
elements will be called colors). An automorphism cp of a colored hypermap is an 
automorphism of the hypermap (a, cu) which preserves e, i.e. such that (OE = E. 
Theorem I. Any finite group G is the autom!orphism group of a colored hypermap. 
Proof. Let G be of order n and let p be any ordering of the elements of G. Let 
I? = G x G and define the colored map ,& = (CT, cy, E) by 
g(g, h) = (g, ,N, a(g, h) = (sh, I?-“), E(g, h) =- h. 
For k E G, let 
ec(g,t h) = (k-k, h). 
Then (gk is an automorphism of A: 
cp/&, h) = qk(g, Cl.h) = (k-‘g, @)r 
@pk(g, h) = g&g, h) = (k-‘&d 
and 
+‘ka(g, h) = qk(&, h-‘) = W’gh, h -‘I, 
a:qk(g, h) = a(kg, h) - (k-lgh,h-‘). 
Moreover 
wdg, h) = dkg, h) = E(g, h). 
Let now q be an automorphism of A!. We show tlhat here exists k E G such that 
CP = cpk. consider a pair (1, g) whose first component is 1. Then, since PIE = E, 
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(Y 1: I, ,s) = (h, g) for some h. E;f (1, g’) iis another such pair, then (rp (1, g’) = (h, g’) for 
the same II : in f,act, g’ = p lig, for some i, so that 
Q(lsg’)=Q~‘(LP)= c+cp(l~! g) = a’(h, g) = (h, g’)* 
I,et now (,g, g’) be any pair. Then there exists. s such that (g, g’) = us (g, g-l), some 
s, i.e. (g, g’) := &E( 1, g). Tt:,~s, 
Qk, g’) = Q~"(r(l, n:) = c2a&, g) = f12a(h, g) = ro”(hg, g-l) = (hg, g’), 
IJvhich proves Q = qk with kl: - h? The mapping k + Q.G is now an isomorphism. 0 
,3. The hypermep 
.[n order to remove the restriction of coloring we proceed as follows. Let the 
group G have Sorder n? and let gl, g2, . . . , g, be any ordering of the elements of 
G. Ixt B be the &set of G x G Y M, N being the set of positive integers, given 
by the triples 
This, amounts to substituting for the brin (g, h) of the colored map, whose color 
is /I, the set of ‘Mns (g, h, l), (I:, h, 2), I . . , (g, h, i), where i is the index of h in the 
given ordering. We now de:fine the hypermap (0, a) on B as follows: 
ff 
1 
(& & i) = (g, .Q j + 11, if j c: i 
(g9 $39 0 = t&i, gi’, l).. 
Ccmbinatorialists use to draw pictures of maps as follows: draw a circle for each 
vertex and mark as many points on it as there are brins in the vertex. Then join 
two points by a line if the corresponding brins belong to the same edge. A similar 
drawing holds for hypermaps. 
Thus, if in the Cayley graph 
h 
-1 
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the map of Thc:orem 1 looks like 
where a = (g, h), !I = (g, ruh) = (g, k), a’= (g/z, h-l), b’= (gh, ,uh-‘), a”= (gk, k-l), 
b” = (gk, @), etc., and the hypermap of above where a = (g, h, l), p = (g, h,2), . D . , 
q == (g, h, i), a’ = (gh, h-l, l), p’ = (gill, h-‘, 2),, . . . , q’ = (gh, h-‘, j), j being the posi- 
tion of h-’ in the given ordering, etc. 
We now prove that the hypermap X we have constructed has G as automorphism 
group. 
EerPlma 1. Li?t 8 be an automorphism of Z. Then 8 acts on the set G x G x (1). 
Proof. This is ob’vious since 8 acts on the set of fixed points of CT, which is the 
complement iin B of G x G x (1). U 
LemnlrP 2. Let @ he as in Lemma I. Then e leaves invariant the third component of 
the eikments of l3. 
!Rre& Let (g, gi, j) E 3. By induction on j. 1.f j = 1, thle result folPows from Lemma 
1. Let j>l. We have 
tqg, gi, j + 1) = &(g, gi, j? = ffe(g, kk i) = t2f WY gky j) 
l&rere the last equality follows bg induction. Wow, if j e< k, Q! (g’, gk, j) = (g’, gk, j + 1) 
;a~ required. If j == k, then ar (g’, gk, j) = (g’gk? gk, 19, so that 
@(g, gi, j * 1) = (d&k, & l) 
which is impossible since, by lemma 1, 19 acts on G X G X { 1). a 
Lemma 3. L4t 8 be as in Lemma’ 1. ‘l%en J%V any g, gi, j, j’, @(g, gi, j) and B(g, gi, j’) 
have the same first two cornportents. Moreover, O(g, gi, 1) and O(g, gk, 1) have the 
same first component. 
PEOO~. Let 8(g, gi, j) be (g’, ok, j) and suppoise j’ :> j. Then (g, gi, j’) = a “-‘(g, gi, j) and 
B(g, gi, j) = a”-‘@(& ,f& ,/I = h?‘, gk, j’h 
‘Ihe second part follows from the equality 
(g, gk, l)“flk-‘(& gig 1). n 
Lemma 4. Let 8 be as in Lemnsa I. Then 8 leaves invariadrt he second component 
qf the elements cf B. 
Proof. By the second lemma,, it suffices to show that O(g, gi, 1) = (g’, gi, 1) for any 
gl and g’ in G. Set a = (g, gi, I ). Then cr(a), (r2(a), . . . , c?*(o) clearly are fixed 
psints of cr, whereas a and a’(a) are not. Then a’ = 6(a) must satisfy the same 
property, SO that a’ = (g’, gi, 1). Cl 
Lemma 5. 7%~ automo?phisnr group of (a, cu) is isomorphic to that of the colored 
hypermap (G, &, E j is given by 
G(g, gi) = @9 gi+lJ, & (gv gi9 = (.ggi, &fL’ 9, E k, gi) = &im 
Proof. If 6, is an automorphism of (c, cu:), let e^(g, i) be defined as the first two 
caSmponents of e(g, gi, j) ffor some j. e^ iswell de:fined by Lemma 3. We write e^ = &, 
arrd show that (e” is an arltomoaphism of (6; &, E). Clearly, &(a) = TV (a), as 8 and 
thus t?, leaves it invariant thie second component of a. Moreover, 
&gt gi9 = e^t& &+19 =’ r@(lp, gi+l, 19 = (g’9 &-t-l) 
Gtf<& gi! = Gtg’, &9 z Ig’, &+I9 
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and 
i.f 
O(g, gi, i‘, = (g’, gi, i) aud &6(g, gi) = c;i(g’, gi) = (g’gi, g;’ ). 
Now, Mting f3 + e^ we have a mapping 
Aut(u, cr)i 9 Aut(&, &, E) 
and cp E Aut(& &, e) equals the image of the automorphism 8 of (CT, n) defi,ned as 
follows: 
The mapping thus defined is clearly an isomorphism. Thus: 
Theovw 2. Any jfinite group G is the automorphism group of a hypermap. 
4. The bipartite map 
Given a hypermap 2% = (a, a) on a {set B, Walsh [3] has defined the bipartite 
map B@(X) acting on the set B LIB, where I? is a copy of B, by 
In a drawing lof %‘, this construction amounts to marking a point inside each vertex 
and eat:h edge, and then to join them by a new edge if and only if they are in a 
vertex ;ind an edge which intersect. 
Now, let q be an automorphism of the hypermap Z = (CT, a). Then setting 
q*(b) =r: q(b), b E B, 
q”(6) == q(b), b Efi 
‘we obtain an automorphism c$’ of Bip(%‘): 
q*&(b) = q+(b) = qxr(b), 6q*(b) = &q(b) = o-q(b), 
q*&(b) = Q*(b = z), 
-__ 
&cp*(bl) = i$q(b) = q>(b) 
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ifbO;and 
cp*&(F) = ~*a=“o~=&-‘(b), &p*(F) == &p(b) = c&j(b), 
-- 
cp*Z(& = q*(b) = q)(b), &rp*(bj = a(Q(b)) = q(b) 
if h E B. obviously, Q* operates on the: two sets B and B separately. Note that, by 
the very definition of Bip(%‘), if the cycles of g have lengths which are all different 
from those of cy9 then an automorphism elf Sip(R) must operate on the two sets B 
and I? separately. The hypermalp we constructed in Section 3 does not, in general, 
have this property. However, it is poesible to slightly modify it in order that this 
property is satisfic d, More precisely, in the definition of IY, let j vary up to i + 161: 
linr this new hypermap %?, the cycles of (T all have length IGl or 1, whereas the 
cycles of CT are all of lengtlh at least 1 + 1 G(. Any automorphism of SV” now operates 
on Ba and B separate:ly, sothat the mapping Aut(%“) -+ Aut(Bip(%“)) given by rp + Q* 
is flow an isomorphiism. 
The following theorem has thus been proved: 
neorem 3. Any finite group G is the auiromorphismr group of a map. 
Relnsrak 1. By further modifying the valriatrion of j in the definition of (Y, we see 
that given a group G there is an infinite number of maps admitting G as group of 
automorphisms. The same result holds for graphs (see [2] again). 
Remark 2. Theorems 2 rand 3 have been olbtained via the regular representation 
of G. Now, if the :group G is generated by two elements, a and b, say, then the 
regular epresentation of G readily afforrds ahypermap whose automorphism group 
is isomsrphic to G. 1~ fact, if we consider the left regular representation G’ of G 
in the symmetric group on IGl elements, then the (centralizer of G’ in G is the 
szlibgroup G” of S” affording the right regular representation of G. The images u 
and a! of a and & constitute #the required hypermap. Note also that this hypermap 
is regular, in the sense that V, Q! and K2 Q are regular permutations, and it operates 
011 a set of elements having the same cxdinality as that of G. If one of the two 
el.ements a and 9 has period 2, then the hypermap thus obtained is a map. 
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